
Sharing The WORD with Mormon Missionaries 
 
In all honesty, Salt Lake City is the last place on earth I could have dreamed I’d live.  
But that’s where I ended up eight years ago and where  I stayed for the next six.  
While there was much to enjoy – mountains, skiing, my job, my husband- I can’t say 
that I was a fan of the Mormon culture.  In fact, it bugged me.  Really badly. 
 
The longer I lived there, however, the more LDS and formerly LDS friends I made.  
Mormonism began to transform from something strange, annoying, and overbearing 
to people I loved and a culture and history in which I was deeply intrigued.  So, I 
began to read, watch documentaries, read some more, and ask loads of questions to 
current and former members, close friends, and complete strangers.  The more I 
learned, the more questions I had.   
 
Finally I ended up in a place where I just couldn’t understand how anyone could 
believe what this church was publishing as truth.  However, I didn’t have any desire 
to reach out and share Biblical truth with them either.  My frustration and selfish 
ambition came before their salvation. Bad. Really bad. I know. 
 
Slowly, but surely, God began to transform and soften my heart.  I began to see them 
as lost sheep.  I didn’t view them as pathetic, or anything like that.  There was  simply 
this profound change in my attitude that was accompanied by a drive to reach out 
and share Jesus.  My Jesus.  The Jesus who paid it all for me.  This eagerness grew 
and I fell more and more in love with a culture and a people who desperately need 
to know the Jesus of the Bible.  
 
I was finally prepared and looking forward to missionaries knocking on our door.  I 
waited.  And waited some more. Several years and two thousand miles later they 
came.  I couldn’t have been more excited.  They began coming this past summer and 
we are now welcoming the third set of missionaries into our home in order to share 
meals and the Gospel.    
 
While having them a part of our lives brings great joy, there are definitely moments 
where fear, frustration, and self-doubt consume me.  While I study during the week 
in preparation for our time together, in the hour before our appointments I always 
seem to be drowning in the fear that I didn’t study enough.  Sometimes during our 
meetings the conversation doesn’t go in the direction I had planned and I end up 
beating myself up afterward.  And sometimes I just get incredibly frustrated with 
the missionaries agreeing with what I’m saying when I know the LDS church teaches 
something very different. 
 
Frustration is probably the hardest thing for me in discussions with them.  I’m 
someone who depends on logic and reason for believing anything – from vaccinating 
my children to faith that Christ physically rose from the grave.  It’s nearly impossible 
for me to wrap my head around the fact that people – millions of people – are 
believing in, perhaps, the most unbelievable story ever told, that of Joseph Smith.   It 



often takes a great deal of self-control to harness my tongue during our meetings.  
There are times where I have to tune out what someone else is saying to beg the 
Holy Spirit to take control of my tongue because I’m so exasperated and ready to 
explode with, “How are you unable to see that nothing you’re saying makes sense?”   
 
I have never exploded, and I’m confident I never will.  But the feelings of frustration 
and my inadequacy at sharing truth sometimes hang around like an annoying, dark 
winter that won’t go away.  There is a weight that I feel, a responsibility  to change 
their minds and hearts.  A weight that makes me cry out in desperation to the 
Creator.  A weight that eventually reminds me that I am not in control of how this all 
goes.  The WORD is. 
 


